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What is new in this version?

New Features
The following new features have been added to this version:

Toolbox Options in Accordion Layout in Forms Designer
Description: The left panel of the forms designer under
the toolbox tab is displayed in an accordion layout. The
toolbox contains different categories of controls,
including text and input fields, buttons and actions, layout
and common tools. These controls are used to create
different elements of the form by dragging and dropping
them in the design area. The accordion layout, displays
only the controls available in the selected category to
prevent visible options from going below screen level.
Benefit: The accordion layout restricts control options
from going below screen level when working in the Forms
Designer. This makes it easier for the designer to select
desired controls to drag onto the design area.
Use Case: In an effort to go paperless, Kinsler Mortgage
Co. is replicating all their internal and external documents
in the Forms Designer. The designer toolbox is organized
by category, making it easy for the user to find the
desired controls in the left panel. Because the options are
also designed in an accordion view, they are always visible
on the screen making it easy to drag and drop onto the form.
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Use a Default Value in Single and Multi-Line Text Fields on Web Forms
Description: Single and multi-line text fields are controls
in the web designer to allow user input when filling out a
form. By using a default value in the field, it will be
populated with predefined text until a user enters a new
value into the field. If this field is not updated prior to
submitting the form, it will retain the predefined value in
the field.
Benefit: By pre-populating a form field with a default
value, it saves the user time from having to input a field
that is already correct.
Use Case: Finley Motors uses several online forms to
gather employee feedback in many different areas. There
are times when a field is available for input but a majority
of the time the respondents all answer the with the same
response. The creator of the form can pre-populate the
field with text that the user can edit/overwrite if desired.
If they do not alter the field, the form will be submitted
with the default text.

Use Original File Name When Submitting Attachments with Forms
Description: Attachments can be submitted as part of
the web form submission. When an attachment is
submitted along with a web form, the attachment can
retain its' original file name.
Benefit: By using the original file name when uploading
an attachment, a user is able to identify the document
easily within the file.
Use Case: Computer Technologies inc, supports several
local businesses with software, technical or networking
related issues. When a customer has a problem, they
need to submit a "Customer Service Request" form
describing the issue they are having along with any
applicable screenshots of errors, configurations etc. CT.
inc has also requested the customer include any
supporting documentation for the software they may be
trying to upgrade or load. The request, documentation
and screenshots will all be placed into corresponding
dividers in WebDocs labeled with the original document name, making it easy for CT inc. to easily identify the information
submitted.
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Common Tools Options in the Forms Designer
Descriptions: The toolbox in the Forms Designer contains
field options that users can drag and drop when creating
web forms. The common tools section combines fields
that are frequently that can be selected all at one time.
The above is an example of the Contact Information
control.
Benefits: The common tools section allows users to
quickly drag multiple fields onto their form at one time.
Use Case: Kinsler Mortgage uses WebDocs to manage all
their loan documents and utilize the workflow to
automate their application processes. They would like to
go paperless by replicating their documents in Form
Designer for use internally and externally with their
application process. Since a majority of the documents
request contact information, the forms can be created
quickly by dragging all these fields over at one time, using
the Contact Information block under common tools. This
controls combines name, address, phone number and
email address into one dragable item.

Pre-Populated List Options Available in Forms Designer
Description: When configuring radio button, checkbox
and drop down fields in the Forms Designer, the user
needs to define the options available. The user can
manually update the options or use pre-populated default
list options. The default list options contain commonly
used categories that can be selected to populate
configuration options. The option lists can be further
customized after selection.
Benefits: Pre-populated default list options allows form
designers to quickly populate options using some
common predefined list, like income, age, state etc. Once
the default list populates the options, the user can
customize the options to fine-tune the choices.
Use Case: MGI Sporting Goods has decided to design a
web form version of their application to allow for online
applications to be received. On the application, there are
questions asking the applicant to select their highest level
of education completed and salary desired, which can be
pre-populated in the form using the default option lists;
Education and Income.
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IncludeTables in Web Forms
Description: Tables can be added as an option when
creating web forms in the Forms Designer. Table inputs
can include numbers or text fields, dates and calculations.
The table can be a standard entry table or the data input
can be mapped into a related files project. When
designing the table in the form, the user can define the
number of columns/rows, require fields and customize the
look of the table.
Benefit: Tables add a lot more dimensions to existing
web forms and the data can be automatically linked into
an existing related files project. This makes referencing it
within WebDocs a breeze.
Use Case: MGI Sporting Goods uses WebDocs to
manage their documents and automate many of their
internal processes. One process that is time consuming
and unavoidable is in their Accounts Payable department.
The store is continuously ordering supplies and equipment from various vendors. This process includes entering and
submitting a purchase order, verifying the shipment received and paying an invoice. Along each step the user needs to verify
that the order received and being paid matches the original purchase order. They have created a web form that includes a
table where they can input their order. Once it is submitted it will be saved in the "Purchase Order" project and the data
input into the table will be saved into a linked project for the PO Line Items. WebDocs can now use this data to compare the
ordered items to the items listed on the invoice. This process can reduce time spent and human error when reviewing.
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Current Date Used as a Default Divider or Separator on Web Forms
Description: Separators and dividers are used to organize
documents within a file. In form settings, a user can
determine which divider/separator a form will be located
under in the file. The user can choose any dividers/
separators previously set up under the project, create a
new one or as a default they can select the current date.
Benefit: Web forms can be organized according the date
they were submitted.
Use Case: LCR Medical Center currently uses WebDocs to
manage all of their patient records. The majority of the
documents are web forms the staff submits after each
visit. There is a need to see a patients records not only by
category (divider), such as lab work, test results, office
visit, etc. but also based on the date of the visit. In the file
structure, they can define Separators, and on each form
set the default separator to current date. This will
organize the documents by category (divider) and date
(separator).
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Web Forms with Offline Capabilities
Description: Web Forms can be created in the Forms
Designer and published to the online Forms Portal. If a
web form is enabled to be used offline it can be
downloaded to a computer or mobile device and
accessed at a later time. Once it is downloaded, the form
will be available to fill out while working offline. Simply
type in the original URL to access it from the same device
it was download onto. The form can be filled in and saved
as a draft, and once the user is back online, they can
submit the form. If a form is updated in the meantime,
there will be an option to update the saved form the next
time the user is back online. This will prevent anyone
from submitting an outdated form.
Benefit: Users are able to download a form and then
access later and input information, even if not connected
to the internet.
Use Case: A transportation company has decided to use
WebDocs to manage their subway inspection documents
using a web form that will be submitted through workflow
by their technicians to the appropriate personnel. The
technicians work solely in the field using their Ipads to update the forms and submit them through the Forms Portal where
they will enter a workflow. When the technicians are below ground inspecting the trains and lines, the internet can be very
scarce. By creating the inspection forms in the Forms Designer and allowing the forms to be used offline, the techs can
complete their inspection forms as they go and submit them once they are connected back to the internet. This saves them
a ton of time from having to transfer their written notes into a form online for submission.

Define Categories to Group Forms in the Forms Portal
Description: Categories are subsets or groups under
projects to help organize forms. Forms are specific to
each projects but can be organized by using categories
under that project for user specific access or simply group
similar forms together.
Benefit: Forms Portal Categories organize the forms on
the portal for ease of use, to minimize searching, or to
create user-specific access.
Use Case: Finley Motors utilizes a lot of forms internally.
Their employees need to have a place where they can
access the appropriate forms quickly and easily. They
have created categories, where they grouped forms
together based on who will be accessing them, and
included them available on the Master Portal. Employees
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can now easily navigate to the appropriate category to search for the desired form. As an example, they created two
categories under their HR Employees project entitled "Employee Forms" and "Onboarding". This way they were able to
separate the forms required of new employees in their first 60 days from the rest of the employee on-going HR forms.

Store the Forms' Submitter based on WebDocs Login in Forms Portal
Description: The security mode in the Forms Designer
settings allows the designer to define who will be able to
access the form. The choices include: Public, Access Code
and WebDocs Login. When using the WebDocs login,
the system will store the user that logs in. This can then
be accessed in workflow and reporting.
Benefit: The original submitter of the form can now be
accessed in workflow.
Use Case: Safety technicians are using WebDocs forms to
complete their subway inspection forms. After they
submit the form, it enters into a workflow for processing
of any mechanical issues they may have noted in their
inspection. There are several techs that are submitting
forms daily. By logging in with their WebDocs user name,
the system stores the submitter, so when questions arrive,
the mechanic can easily route it back to the original tech
that submitted the inspection form.

Create Reports Based on Forms' Submission Data
Description: Forms reporting allows users to create
customized reports based on data submitted through
Forms Portal submissions. Reports can capture data that
is contained in a drop-down list, radio button or checkbox
control. Users can drag and drop any of the supported
category controls onto the report designer layout screen.
The data can be displayed in a Pie or Bar Chart or
displayed as a Number.
Benefit: Quickly compile and visually report on data
being submitted into WebDocs, using Submission Forms'
data.
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Use Case: ABC Lending has multiple loan application forms accessible on their website. They have embedded a separate
URL link for each form to access on the portal. When the forms are submitted into WebDocs, they are able to report on
different demographic information as it pertains to their applicants. For example, they can look at each form report and
analyze the average age and education level requesting loans. Or they may want to look at loan types requested by state or
education level. This information will help them determine how to better reach their prospective borrowers.

Form Submissions Overview Dashboard
Description: The Forms Submission Overview dashboard
report shows the number of forms submitted into
WebDocs. The information is divided into three sections:
Form Submissions by Project, Submissions by Form and
Form Submission by Month and by Form. When you
hover over any bar it will show the number of forms in the
highlighted area of the chart. The user can choose to
view information for the last 30, 60 or 90 days in the
dashboard. Dashboards are available with an Enterprise
License.
Benefit: A user can quickly see how many forms have
been submitted into a project by name of form and the
month they were submitted. The Forms widgets can also
be added to the workspace.
Use Case: ARC Roofing has utilized WebDocs web forms to build request and estimate forms that have then been published
to the Forms Portal. The link for the request form has been embedded into their website so potential customers can fill out
the form to request a quote, which will be routed through workflow to the assigned contractor. Once the the contractor has
the information from the prospect, he will inspect the damage and provide an estimate. The estimate form is also submitted
into WebDocs. The owner of the company can now use the Forms Submissions Overview Dashboard to track the number of
requests received and estimates provided by month.

Forms Overview Dashboard
Description: The Forms Overview dashboard report
displays a breakdown of the forms created in WebDocs.
The dashboard consists of three charts: Forms by Project
(submission and view/edit), Submission Forms by Project
and Submission Forms by Type by Project (structured vs.
web forms). When you hover over any piece of the pie it
will show the number of forms in the highlighted section
of the pie chart. Dashboards are available with an
Enterprise License.
Benefit: Allows users to see all the forms that have been
created in each project and by type of form. The Forms
Overview widgets can also be used on the workspace to
customize the desired information.
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Use Case: The CEO would like to be able to track the number of submission forms that are being created and used in their
WebDocs System. The Forms Overview dashboard can be viewed in conjunction with the Forms Submissions dashboard to
see the number of forms created by project and type along with the amount of forms being submitted into WebDocs
through the portal.

Assignment Due Date Visible in Workflow Map
Description: Clicking on the information icon in the visual
workflow map will give the user details about the selected
workflow step. The assignment due date is included in
this information.
Benefit: A user can easily see when an any assignment is
due by clicking on the visual workflow map.
Use Case: Once the contract has been finalized, the
contractor, John is assigned the task of assigning the
installers. When reviewing the contract in the web viewer,
Hank can quickly look at the visual workflow map to see
the due date.
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Search User List when using Ad-Hoc Route in Web Viewer
Description: The user list contains all users with access to
the selected project in WebDocs. The search bar can be
used to filter the available names in the user list.
(Previously available in windows viewer)
Benefit: Using the search feature allows a user to filter
the list of available names to ease the process of routing a
document to a specific user. This can save time if the user
list contains a large amount of users.
Use Case: A global printing company uses WebDocs as
part of their AP process. The invoice approval process
includes many levels of approval and has over 500 users
with access to the project. There are times when a user
will need to send the document to an ad hoc user to
verify something or ask a question. Being able to search
for the user versus scrolling through the entire user list
reduces the time it takes to route the document.

Ad-Hoc Route User List is in alphabetical order
Description: The user list contains all users with access to
the selected project in WebDocs. The user list is in
alphabetical order.
Benefit: Having the ad-hoc list in alphabetical order
makes it easier to find a specific user.
Use Case: A global printing company uses WebDocs as
part of their AP process. The invoice approval process
includes many levels of approval and has over 500 users
with access to the project. There are times when a user
will need to send the document to an ad hoc user to
verify something or ask a question. Having the list in
alphabetical order makes it easier to find desired user
versus scrolling through the entire user list to route the
document.
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Run Incomplete Workflow Status Report from File Detail
Description: The Workflow Activity on the File Details
page allows a user to run a report that will provide the
details of the status of a document in a workflow route.
Selecting "Incomplete" will show all items that are current
and/or overdue within a workflow process.
Benefits: The Incomplete Workflow Status Report
combines the Current and Overdue statuses to allow users
to see all items that are currently in a workflow route.
Use Case: The owner of ARC Roofing is reviewing current
estimates submitted. While in the File Details page, he is
able to easily see all estimates that are currently sitting in
a workflow process. By selecting "Incomplete" he can see not only items that are overdue, but also ones that currently being
worked. This saves him the time from going to the workflow reports section.

Increased Index Field Options on Workflow Reports
Description: In the project setup, all index fields selected
to show on the Assignments Page will also show up on
the Workflow Status and Assignments Management
reports.
Benefits: Adding additional index fields to workflow
reporting will give the user more information about the
documents that have been routed and are currently on a
workflow step.
Use Case: The project manager for MGI Sporting goods
regularly runs a workflow status report to check on invoices in a workflow process. She is responsible for making sure all
invoices received are being accounted for in the workflow process. She is quickly able to compare her list of invoices to the
items in workflow by looking at the "Invoice Number" index field that is displayed on the report.
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Ability to Route Documents from the Search Results Screen
Description: Documents can be routed to a workflow
from the Search Results screen if the user has workflow
initiation rights. Once a file(s) is selected, there will be an
option to Route. After selecting route, the user can
choose just the first document in the file or route every
page contained in the file.
Benefit: Users are able to route a document directly from
the search results without having to open the document
in the viewer first.
Use Case: ABC Lending Company is currently being
audited. The auditors need to verify that all of their
customer files opened since 2003 contains and Signed ID
document or photo, if not, it needs to be requested.
Instead of manually viewing each file in the viewer, they
set up a workflow that will verify each file has a document
contained in the "Signed ID" divider using the Validation stencil. They can route all their customer files with an open date of
2003 or newer through the workflow by selecting them from the Search Results screen.

Workflow Connections Highlighted when a Step is Selected
Description: In the Workflow Process Designer, when a
stencil is selected all connections in and out will be
highlighted to show all routes a document travel.
Benefit: By highlighting all connections to and from a
selected stencil in the designer, a user can easily see all
paths simultaneously, without having to open up the
stencil.
Use Case: Workflow processes are not always clean and
easy to read. If a process has many decisions, routes and/
or steps involved it can be hard to understand and follow
when trying to design or troubleshoot. Being able to
highlight all the connections in and out of a stencil in the
designer can make this process less complicated. In the
above example, the "Review Applicant's Qualifications"
stencil is selected, it highlights the connections in blue to
show the connections.
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Multi-Stream Option available in the Parallel Stencil
Description: The parallel stencil allows a document to be
routed to multiple users to work simultaneously and
independently of each other. The multi-stream option
allows the workflow to decide who to route a document
as the document arrives on that step. The document
could be routed based on a pick list, a project lookup or
other logic. The purpose of the multi-stream is to be able
to determine the receipients on the fly and "split" the
streams to allow multiple users to work simultaneously
and independently. The streams will then "join" back
together after everyone has completed their assignments.
Benefit: This allows a user to send a document to
multiple users simultaneously and wait for each user to
complete their tasks before joining back together to
continue the workflow.
Use Case: An invoice needs to have multiple approvals
based on the department. The approvals are not
dependent on one another so they can happen in any
order. Each time an invoice enters the system, workflow
will determine the department and assign it to the
appropriate managers. (This is defined in a project
lookup). Each approver will have the option to approve the invoice or route back to originator if there is a question. After
the question has been answered it will route back to the manager who asked. Once all three users have approved the
invoice it will move on to AP supervisor to pay the invoice.

Parallel Routing with Runtime Pick Lists
Description: A runtime pick list is a predetermined list of
users set by the person that creates the workflow. The
picklist allows the assigned user to route the document to
selected user(s) from the list. Parallel routing can assign a
document to multiple users at the same time, to work
independently but simultaneously. The runtime picklist is
configured in the connection stencil and accessed from
the Parallel stencil when selecting "Multi-Stream" and
using the variable "USERLIST_PICKEDLIST".
Benefit: The Parallel stencil enables the user to assign the
document to multiple users, who can simultaneously
complete their tasks. By combining this with the runtime
picklist, the user can select the desired users at the time of
routing based on the document.
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Use Case: National Furniture Store is using WebDocs to process their sales orders. The warehouse is divided into several
areas so depending on what is ordered, the order form needs to go to multiple users to fulfill the order. When the order is
submitted, Angie checks the inventory and then assigns it to the warehouse employees to gather the order. Based on the
items ordered, she picks the users from the Picklist, and routes it so each user can work on their part simultaneously and
independent. Once each user has completed their tasks (fulfilling their part of the order). the workflow streams will "join"
back together and move on to the shipping department.

eSign Stencil Added to Send for Document Signatures in Workflow
Description: The eSign stencil will automate the process
of using DocuSign templates to send documents for
electronic signature as part of workflow. (Available with
Enterprise License Only)
Benefit: Being able to send a routed document for
signature can reduce human error (forgetting to send)
and save the user time. Automating this process replaces
the need for the user to open the document in the viewer
and send manually using DocuSign.
Use Case: ARC Roofing would like to automate their
contracts process. Using workflow, the contractor can
submit an estimate and route it to the owner for review
and final contract price. After the final contract is drafted,
it can be automatically routed to the homeowner and the
contractor for signature. WebDocs will monitor the
document and continue the workflow process to assign
the installers once it has been signed by both parties.
(WebDocs can continue the workflow without waiting for
the returned document, if desired).
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Integrations Stencil added to Workflow Designer
Description: The Integrations stencil will allow users to
make API calls within workflow to retrieve and update
data. (Available with Enterprise License Only).
Benefit: A user is able to get and send data to and from
virtually any third party API (rest or web API).
Use Case: The sales department is currently using
Salesforce to track opportunities and WebDocs to process
the opportunity through an internal workflow process.
They can now use the integration stencil to update the
opportunity stage in salesforce automatically as the
opportunity moves through their internal WebDocs
workflow process.

Related Files Advanced Indexing Mode in Viewers
Description: Related Files advanced indexing mode is
available in both viewers. The Advanced indexing
capability allows a user to update the index fields of a
related files project right from the viewer. When using the
advanced features, the user can incorporate GL Coding
and Filtering. These additional options make it quick and
easy for a user to update GL Codes(or any other index
field) based on a project lookup and to use cascading
filters to reduce the list of available index values.
Benefit: Advanced indexing makes it easy to reference
another project to update the fields in the related files
project.
Use Case: A local credit union uses WebDocs as part of
their AP process, when invoices are received they are
routed to an Elizabeth to review the invoice and code
each line item with the appropriate GL code. She views
each document in the web viewer and can easily see all the items listed by line in the related files section of the viewer. With
advanced indexing enabled, she can pull up each line item and select the appropriate gl code from a predefined list, which
will in turn populate the gl description. After coding each item she can move the document through the workflow for
approval. Once they have coded all the line items they could upload the related files information to their accounting
software.
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Open Related Files in Viewer
Description: The related files can be used to associate to
files in one project to files in another project. Being able
to view one file and then open any files related simply
from the viewer can save time and help users organize
information.
Benefit: Easily access related files from the viewer.
Use Case: A-Z Business Solutions uses related files as a
way to manage their projects. They have a list of clients
they work with. When viewing a specific client file, they
are able to use related files to view the "project plans"
associated with that specific client right from the viewer
window. By selecting the related file, it will open up in
another viewer window. This makes it easy for them to
jump straight from the client file to associated project plan without having to leave the viewer and search through all
available claims in another project. In the above example, there is a project setup to store all clients "Project Management
Clients". ACME1 is the client file being shown, under the document the "Related Files" details is showing all "project plans"
with a Client ID of ACME1. A user is able to simply click to open any of the related files in a separate viewer window.

Disable Windows Viewer Option Now Available in Main Options
Description: The Windows Viewer can be disabled for all
users across the site. This option removes the option to
open a document in the Windows viewer
Benefit: When WebDocs is being used in a Mac
environment, this eliminates the option to try to open
documents in a windows viewer, which is not available.
Can also be beneficial in environments where users are
required to use only web viewer.
Use Case: Wiese Law Firm currently has 400 WebDocs
users in 25 locations. The security levels are set extremely
high, where each employee needs to submit any changes to their computer through a committee for approval and
assistance. By disabling the windows viewer for the whole site, users are required to use the web viewer when viewing
documents. This eliminates the need to install the viewer on every users' computer therefore reducing the need for approval
and assistance from the security committee.

User Experience
• DocuSign templates are supported with WebDocs. Templates need to be set up to use the eSign stencil in
workflow.
• Workflow emails have been visually improved to highlight workflow and file information.
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• Updated the default icon on workflow connections to be the green checkmark.
• Added all Line Item plugins to the core system and renamed them "Related Files"
• If a user does not have rights to load related files, they will receive a message letting them know they have
insufficient rights.
• Ability to match related files on any index field (not only the key value)
• Cascading Filters are available in Advanced Indexing Mode
• Added ability in web viewer line items panel to select multiple items by holding the control key
• In the web viewer, tabbing will enter a new row in the line items panel
• Related files header stays in place in web viewer so it will not scroll out of view for long related files data
• Web viewer remembers the last opened size and position if viewer opened in a new window
• Zoom and rotate buttons disabled in web viewer if PDFs are shown in their native format
• Revisions supported in web viewer.
• COLD Overlay supported in web viewer.
• Document Created Date Visible in Windows Viewer
• Added check on login so that users cannot login if the database does not match the version of the website in
instances where the database was not updated and the site was.
• Secondary document location visible in the main options document grid in the Central Administration.
• Form Submissions are tracked in activity logging.
• Added SAML support to WebDocs for using SSO.
• Case sensitivity is applied to all passwords and will require all users to change passwords on first login to 7.3.
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Resolved Issues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fixed an issue where users could not update the box number on an existing file.
Resolved File Activity Report issue where no results were found when running the report from the viewer
Updated Batch deleting so it will not delete a batch that has Records Management Records in the batch
Fixed Parallel routing so comments on all streams will move to the next step. Previously only the last completed
streams' comments were moved on.
Resolved issue where number fields would not allow a user to enter more than two digits after a decimal
Fixed issue in web viewer where uploading a document in the web viewer did not load the recently uploaded
document
Resolved issue in Email Import Process where an incorrect setup still gave a Connection Succeeded message
Fixed issue where updating a project name in the administration did not reflect in the eform portal categories. The
old project name was still displayed.
Resolved issue where workflow notes were not saved on ad-hoc routes when adding notes by the assigned by user
in the web viewer
Updated Recent files widget so it will now reflect recently viewed files properly
Fixed issue where sites upgrading from version 4 having divider security with the same divider name across projects
caused issues where they were not being properly assigned to groups in 7
Fixed issue where having a trailing pipe symbol in file security setup would give an error when users in that group
would search
Non Active Directory users can now sign a document when a site is enabled with Active Directory authentication
Added tooltips to drop-downs in workflow reports so that long workflow names will be able to be displayed in the
drop-downs.
Fixed issue where users would get a bad request when exporting word or excel forms in the web viewer
Fixed a group security issue after a site upgraded from Version 4 that would pass a fileID=0 in search call and open
all files in the viewers
Resolved issue in advanced search where selecting a specific divider/separator/archive name in the drop-downs
would do a wildcard search instead of an exact search
Updated global search automation process so that when editing the setup the scopes properly save
Fixed issue where a digital signature would fail when the password had a # character in the middle
Fixed an issue where configuring the stamp stencil in workflow and importing a PDF in the setup would display and
Evaluation copy error message on the PDF
Resolved issue where exporting from the web viewer would not export all documents when multiple files are
selected for exporting
Updated Scheduled Workflow Automation Process so that it does not route the same document every time it runs
when the option to not re-route is turned on
Fixed issue where signing a document in the web viewer would pass the password in clear text
Resolved issue where non-admin users would get “Failed Restoring Grid” error message when trying to reset grid
settings in user preferences
Fixed issue where non-admin users are unable to synchronize templates with the server even though they are in a
group that has the ability turned on to synchronize
Updated site so users will not get the timeout message even though they were actively browsing the site
Fixed File Transfer stencil in workflow so when a file is transferred to another project the report data is still available
Fixed issue in the administration where in IE11 there was no scroll bar when trying to add a user on the user add
dialog on smaller screens
Updated file details page to reflect the currently logged in user when doing a file checkout
Fixed Workflow History Dashboard Report to update when 30-60-90 day drop-downs are changed
Resolve issue in web viewer where the scroll bar would disappear when switching between HTML and PDF
documents within the same file
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What issues were resolved in this version?

• Resolved issue where a user that was an access admin would lose access admin rights when they get locked out of
the system
• Fixed saved search issue where using an apostrophe in the search name caused the saved search to bring back all
files in the project when run instead of just the saved search criteria
• Resolved various widget timeout issues in the workspace on larger sites
• Updated workflow emails so the URL being used is the one defined in the Main options
• Fixed issue where Access Admins do not see the full list of users in the assignment management report reassign
• Update WebDocs Drive to properly show folders if an index field folder has a date with slashes in it like mm/dd/
yyyy
• Fixed issue where in IE11 logging into a brand new site users were prompted to install the viewer which is not
needed
• Resolved issue where using a user pick list in workflow and if searching for a user you could no longer select a user
to route to. If not searching for users then it would work
• Updated WebDocs Drive to allow users to upload the documents with the same name but different extensions to
the same folder. For example File1.PDF and File1.Docx
• Fixed issue where project level routing would always override the form routing settings. Now the form routing
settings take precedence over project level routing
• Fixed issue where setting session timeout to 110000 and 149999 in Main options would log out users as soon as
they would login
• Resolved issue in web viewer where saving a view/edit form in Chrome would cause the header to disappear
• Fixed issues in workflow simulator where it was not accurately showing the right data when using eform data
• Resolved issue where an access admin is unable to add users to groups that have file/field security turned on
• Fixed issue where tabbing was not working properly when Web Forms that were multiple pages on the forms portal
• Resolved issue in workflow condition field where the numeric check was not saving when selecting number fields on
both sides
• Fixed issue on site so users that have a different date culture than the SQL server can now submit dates without
error
• Fixed issue where users uploading to a project with project level routing would get possible deadlocks due to the
routing pulling back all document counts. This also caused uploads to slow down over time with larger sites
• Updated workflow status report to not show separator column on results if separators are not enabled on the
project
• Fixed issue where form attachments were saving ahead of the form so in the viewers the attachments showed up
before the form in the treeview
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